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Abstract. Color image difference metrics have been proposed to find differences
between an original image and a modified version of it. One of these metricsis
the hue angle algorithm proposed by Hong and Luo in 2002. This metric does
not take into account the spatial properties of the human visual system, and could
therefore miscalculate the difference between an original image and a modified
version of it. Because of this we propose a new color image difference metrics
based on thehue angle algorithm that takes into account the spatial properties of
the human visual system. The proposed metric, which we have namedSHAME
(Spatial Hue Angle MEtric), have been subjected to extensive testing. Theresults
show improvement in performance compared to the original metric proposed by
Hong and Luo.

1 Introduction

During the last two decades many different color image difference metrics have been
proposed, some for overall image quality and some for specific distortions. New and
improved metrics are created every year, but so far no one hasbeen able to create an
universal color image difference metric.

The CIE published the CIELAB (L∗a∗b∗) color space specification [1], with the idea
of a perceptually uniform color space. In a color space like this it is straightforward to
calculate the distance between two colors, by using the Euclidean distance. This metric
is known as∆E∗

ab, and has also been used to calculate the difference between color
images by calculating the color difference of all pixels.

A spatial extension to the CIELAB color difference formula (S-CIELAB) was pro-
posed by Zhang and Wandell [2], and it introduced a spatial pre-processing to the
CIELAB color difference formula [1] by using a spatial filterto simulate the human
visual system. The image is first separated into an opponent-color space, and each op-
ponent color image is convolved with a kernel determined by the visual spatial sensi-
tivity of that color dimension. Finally the filtered image istransformed into CIE-XYZ,
and further into CIELAB, where a pixelwise∆E∗

ab is calculated.
Thehue angle algorithm proposed by Hong and Luo [3], is based on the CIELAB

color difference. This metric corrects some of the drawbacks with the CIELAB color
difference formula, for example that all pixels are weighted equally. Even though the
metric shows good results for two different images [3], it does not include spatial fil-
tering of the image and is therefore unsuitable for halftoned images where the viewing
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distance is crucial for the visual impression of artifacts.It has been shown to have prob-
lems in calculating perceived image difference [4,5,6]. Due to this we propose a new
image difference metric with spatial filtering simulating the human visual system called
SHAME (spatialhueanglemetric).

2 The proposed metric

A new color image difference metric is proposed based on thehue angle algorithm and
two different spatial filtering methods are tested. We give an overview of thehue angle
algorithm, and then the two spatial filtering methods.

2.1 The hue angle algorithm

Hong and Luo [3] proposed a full-reference color image difference metric built on the
CIELAB color difference formula [1]. This metric is based onthe known fact that sys-
tematic errors over the entire image are quite noticeable and unacceptable. The metric
is based on some conjectures; summarized from Hong and Luo [3] these are:

– Pixels or areas of high significance can be identified, and suitable weights can be
assigned to these.

– Pixels in larger areas of the same color should be given a higher weight than those
in smaller areas.

– Larger color difference between the pixels should get higher weights.
– Hue is an important color perception for discriminating colors within the context.

The first step is to transfer each pixel in the image fromL∗, a∗, b∗ to L∗, C∗
ab, hab. Based

on the hue angle (hab) a histogram from the 360 hue angles is computed, and sorted
in ascending order based on the number of pixels with same hueangle to an arrayk.
Then weights can be applied to four different parts (quartiles) of the histogram, and by
doing this Hong and Luo corrected the drawback that the CIELAB formula weights the
whole image equally. The first quartile, containingn hue angles, is weighted with 1/4
(that is, the smallest areas with the same hue angle) and saved to a new arrayhist. The
second quartile , with m hue angles, is weighted with 1/2. Thethird quartile, containing
l hue angles, is given 1 as a weight and the last quartile with the remaining hue angles
is weighted with 9/4.

hist(i) =



















k(i)∗1/4, i ∈ {0, ...,n}

k(i)∗1/2, i ∈ {n+1, ...,n+m}

k(i)∗1, i ∈ {n+m+1, ...,n+m+ l}

k(i)∗9/4, otherwise

The average color difference, computed using∆E∗
ab, is calculated for all pixels hav-

ing the same hue angle and stored inCD[hue]. Then the overall color difference for
the image,CDimage, is calculated by multiplying the weights based on the quartiles for
every pixel with the average CIELAB color difference for thehue angle

CDimage =
359

∑
0

hist[hue]∗CD[hue]2/4.
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2.2 Spatial filtering

We propose two different spatial filtering methods for thehue angle algorithm. The first
spatial filtering is adopted fromS-CIELAB [2]. The image goes through color space
transformations, first the RGB image is transformed into CIEXYZ and further into the
opponent color space (O1,O2,O3) [2].

O1 = 0.279X +0.72Y −0.107Z

O2 = −0.449X +0.29Y −0.077Z

O3 = 0.086X −0.59Y +0.501Z

Now the image contains a channel with the luminance information (O1), one with the
red-green information (O2) and one with blue-yellow information (O3). Then a spatial
filter is applied, where data in each channel is filtered by a 2-dimensional separable
spatial kernel:

f = k∑
i

wiEi

where
Ei = kie

[−(x2+y2)/σ2
i ],

andki normalizeEi such that the filter sums to 1. The parameterswi andσi are different
for the color planes as seen in Table 1.k is a scale factor, which normalize each color
plane so its two-dimensional kernelf sums to one.

Table 1. The parameters used for the spatial filtering, wherewi is the weight of the
plane andσi is the spread in degrees of visual angle as described by Zhangand Wandell
[2].

Plane Weightswi Spreadsσi

Luminance 0.921 0.0283
0.105 0.133
-0.108 4.336

Red-Green 0.531 0.0392
0.330 0.494

Blue-Yellow 0.488 0.0536
0.371 0.386

The second spatial filtering proposed is adopted from Johnson and Fairchild [7].
By specifying and implementing the spatial filters using contrast sensitivity functions
(CSF) in the frequency domain, rather than in the spatial domain as the first spatial
filtering, more precise control of the filters is obtained [7]but usually at the cost of
computational complexity. The luminance filter is a three parameter exponential func-
tion, based on research by Movshon and Kiorpes [8].

CSFlum(p) = a · pc · e−b·p
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wherea = 75, b = 0.22,c = 0.78 andp is represented as cycles per degree (cpd).The
luminance CSF is normalized so that the DC modulation is set to 1.0, resulting in a
low pass filter instead of a bandpass filter. This will also enhance any image differences
where the human visual system is most sensitive to them [7]. For the chrominance CSF,
a sum of two Gaussian functions are used.

CSFchroma(p) = a1 · e
−b1·p

c1 +a2 · e
−b2·p

c2 ,

where different parameters fora1, a2, b1, b2, c1 andc2 have been used as seen in Table 2.

Table 2. The parameters used for the spatial filtering in the frequency domain of the
chrominance channels.

ParameterRed-GreenBlue-Yellow
a1 109.14130 7.032845
b1 -0.00038 -0.000004
c1 3.42436 4.258205
a2 93.59711 40.690950
b2 -0.00367 -0.103909
c2 2.16771 1.648658

2.3 Applying spatial filtering to the hue angle algorithm

The images are spatially filtered with the previously introduced spatial filtering meth-
ods. This results in a filtered original and a filtered modifiedversion of the original,
which are used as input to thehue angle algorithm, as shown in Figure 1.

Thehue angle algorithm, filtered respectively with the first and second filter, is from
now on referred to asSHAME-I andSHAME-II. The new metric will theoretically have
several key features from both theS-CIELAB and thehue angle measure:

– Weight allocation: pixels in larger areas of the same colorshould be weighted
higher.

– Simulation of the spatial properties of the human visual system
– Undetectable distortions are ignored
– Suitable for different kind of distortions, not only colorpatches
– Generates one value for easy interpretation
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Fig. 1.Workflow of the proposed metrics.
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3 Experimental results and discussion

Many different image databases have been proposed for evaluation of image difference
metrics. For the evaluation we have used one of these databases [9] together with a
dataset of gamut mapped images [10,11,4] and a dataset with lightness changed images
[5,6]. Three types of correlation are computed for the results, the Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and the
Kendall tau rank correlation coefficient [12]. The first assumes that the variables are
ordinal, and finds the linear relationship between variables. The second, Spearman, is a
non-parametric measure of correlation that uses the ranks as basis instead of the actual
values. It describes the relationship between variables without making any assumptions
about the frequency distribution of the variables. The third, Kendall, is a non-parametric
test used to measure the degree of correspondence between two rankings, and assessing
the significance of this.

The new metric, with the two different spatial filtering methods, is compared against
the originalhue angle algorithm [3], pixelwise∆E∗

ab, S-CIELAB [2] andS-CIELABJohnson

[7] to see if the segmentation done according to the hue angles improves the perfor-
mance of the metric. We also compareSHAME to SSIM [13] andUIQ [14], both being
state of the art metrics. The evaluation performed will showpotential differences be-
tween the two proposed spatial filtering methods used inSHAME, but also how they
perform against other state of the art metrics.

3.1 Evaluation using the TID2008 database

The TID2008 database [9] has been used for evaluation of the proposed metric. This
database contains a total of 1700 images, with 25 reference images with 17 types of
distortions over 4 distortion levels. The mean opinion scores (MOS) are the results of
654 observers attending the experiments. For the viewing distance, since this was not
fixed in the TID2008 database we have used 32 samples per degree, equal to approxi-
mately 60 cm on a normal 17 inch screen.

Dataset Pearson Spearman Kendall
correlationcorrelationcorrelation

Noise 0.299 0.311 0.207
Noise2 0.174 0.212 0.161
Safe 0.286 0.269 0.177
Hard 0.375 0.342 0.243

Simple 0.306 0.312 0.224
Exotic -0.063 -0.093 -0.046
Exotic2 0.089 0.064 0.056

Full 0.179 0.161 0.113

Fig. 2.Pearson, Spearman and Kendall correlation coefficients forhue angle algorithm
based on the TID2008 database. Thehue angle algorithm has a low or medium perfor-
mance for the different datasets, and low correlation for the full database.
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The hue angle algorithm has a low overall correlation for the TID2008 database
as seen on Figure 2. When looking at specific distortions the metric does not perform
well, the highest Pearson correlation is 0.375 on the Hard dataset containing noise, com-
pression, blurring and transmission errors. This indicates that thehue angle algorithm
should be improved for the distortions found in the TID2008 database.

SHAME-I shows a better correlation for the full database, with a Pearson correla-
tion of 0.544 (Figure 3). When looking at the specific distortions, Noise, Noise2, Safe,
Hard and SimpleSHAME-I has high correlation coefficients, indicating that it is able
to predict perceived image difference. For the Exotic dataset, containing pattern noise,
local block-wise distortions of different intensity, meanshift and contrast change, we
get low correlation coefficient indicating problems with the metric for these distortions.

Dataset Pearson Spearman Kendall
correlationcorrelationcorrelation

Noise 0.852 0.865 0.669
Noise2 0.840 0.845 0.646
Safe 0.840 0.849 0.658
Hard 0.828 0.839 0.645

Simple 0.844 0.857 0.680
Exotic 0.052 0.006 0.023
Exotic2 0.114 0.065 0.076

Full 0.544 0.550 0.414

Fig. 3. Pearson, Spearman and Kendall correlation coefficients forSHAME-I based on
the TID2008 database.SHAME-I has high correlation coefficients for the datasets, ex-
cept for Exotic and Exotic2. For the full database it has an average performance.

When looking at the different distortionsSHAME-I performs very well for the JPEG
and JPEG2000 transmission error, these distortions are a part of exotic2 but not of
the exotic dataset. For the groups pattern noise and local block-wise distortions we
get a good correlation with the MOS, but not for mean shift andcontrast change. In
the distortions mean shift and contrast change we have a large difference between the
scenes, and due to this a low correlation is found. This indicates that more work is
needed for these types of distortions in order to develop better image difference metrics.

The same analysis is valid forSHAME-II, but it has a higher correlation for all
datasets and for the full database as seen in Figure 4. It should be noted that the im-
provement in most cases is minimal, even so the general performance indicates that a
precise spatial filtering is important for image differencemetrics.

The hue angle algorithm was proposed to correct some of the drawbacks of the
∆E∗

ab color difference formula. When looking at the overall results from the TID2008
database the results for these two metrics are very similar (Figure 5). For this database
the extension done in thehue angle algorithm does not improve the∆E∗

ab. SHAME-I
and SHAME-II has significantly better correlation than thehue angle algorithm and
∆E∗

ab.
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Dataset Pearson Spearman Kendall
correlationcorrelationcorrelation

Noise 0.893 0.905 0.726
Noise2 0.885 0.891 0.709
Safe 0.887 0.894 0.717
Hard 0.859 0.867 0.678

Simple 0.891 0.895 0.726
Exotic 0.098 0.057 0.053
Exotic2 0.199 0.152 0.126

Full 0.613 0.609 0.468

Fig. 4.Pearson, Spearman and Kendall correlation coefficients forSHAME-II based on
the TID2008 database.SHAME-II gets high correlation coefficients for the datasets,
except for exotic and exotic2. For the full databaseSHAME-II has an average perfor-
mance.

The S-CIELAB has been shown to perform better than the∆E∗
ab [2], and since the

same filtering is used forSHAME-I theS-CIELAB should also be used for comparison.
From the results in Figure 5 we can see that bothSHAME-I andSHAME-II perform
better thanS-CIELAB and S-CIELABJohnson. This shows that the segmentation done
according to the hue angle improves the metric when the images are spatially filtered.
This also supports the fact that the whole image is not important when judging image
difference, but that some areas are more important than others [5,6].

Metric PearsonSpearmanKendall
correlation correlation correlation

Hue angle 0.179 0.161 0.113
SHAME-I 0.544 0.550 0.414
SHAME-II 0.613 0.609 0.468

∆E∗
ab 0.174 0.173 0.121

S-CIELAB 0.476 0.482 0.354
S-CIELABJohnson 0.542 0.538 0.400

SSIM 0.547 0.653 0.437
UIQ 0.616 0.606 0.438

Fig. 5. Comparison of all tested image quality metrics. We can see that SHAME-I and
SHAME-II clearly perform better than thehue angle algorithm, and that they perform
similar to SSIM and UIQ. It is also interesting to see how the new metric with the
two spatial filtering methods perform compared to theS-CIELAB and the improvedS-
CIELABJohnson, from the Figure we can see thatSHAME-I andSHAME-II have better
correlation than these.
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3.2 Evaluation using gamut mapped images

The TID2008 database contains only one distortion for each image, in order to test the
metrics extensively we have used a dataset with gamut mappedimages from Dugay
[10,11]. 20 different images were gamut mapped with 5 different algorithms. The 20
different images were evaluated by 20 observers in a pair comparison experiment. This
is a more complex task for the observers since many artifactsmust be considered, and
also a demanding task for the image difference metrics.

In Figure 6 shows the results from the dataset with gamut mapped images. In gen-
eral all metrics have a low performance. This was probably because the task is very
complex, in gamut mapping multiple artifacts can occur and the observers may judge
them differently [10,11]. Previous research has shown thatimage difference metrics
have problems when multiple distortions occur simultaneously, as in gamut mapping
[15,16]. This is not the case for TID2008 since only one artifact at the time occur in the
images.

Metric PearsonSpearmanKendall
correlation correlation correlation

Hue angle 0.052 0.114 0.076
SHAME-I 0.047 0.082 0.054
SHAME-II 0.035 0.077 0.053
S-CIELAB 0.056 0.105 0.073

S-CIELABJohnson 0.029 0.104 0.071
∆E∗

ab 0.042 0.107 0.071
SSIM 0.163 0.054 0.044
UIQ 0.005 -0.089 -0.055

Fig. 6. SHAME-I and SHAME-II compared against other metrics for a set of gamut
mapped images. All metrics have a low performance on the gamut mapped images,
indicating that the calculating the difference between an original and a gamut mapped
image is very difficult for image difference metrics.

3.3 Evaluation using luminance changed images

The last dataset used for the evaluation has previously beenused by Pedersen [6] and
Pedersen et al.[5], where four images where modified in lightness, both globally and
locally, resulting in 32 reproductions. This dataset differs from the previous due to the
controlled changes only in lightness, and this should be easier for the metrics to judge
than the gamut mapped images.

SHAME-II has a higher correlation thanSHAME-I and thehue angle algorithm,
indicating that spatial filtering done inSHAME-II improves thehue angle algorithm.
SHAME-I does not have the same high correlation, and is clearly worsethan the rest.
When analyzing the results we can see that theSHAME-I metric miscalculated images
that had a low mean luminance compared to images with high mean luminance. We can
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Metric PearsonSpearmanKendall
correlation correlation correlation

Hue angle 0.452 0.507 0.383
SHAME-I 0.078 0.036 0.024
SHAME-II 0.509 0.670 0.528

∆E∗
ab 0.464 0.618 0.472

S-CIELAB 0.467 0.637 0.488
S-CIELABJohnson 0.500 0.629 0.472

SSIM 0.762 0.586 0.464
UIQ 0.370 0.396 0.270

Fig. 7. SHAME-I and SHAME-II compared against other metrics for the lightness
changed image from [5,6]. We notice thatSHAME-II outperformsSHAME-I, but only
a minor improvement over thehue angle algorithm. TheSSIM is better thanSHAME-II
for the Pearson correlation, butSHAME-II is better for Spearman and Kendall, indicat-
ing that the ranking bySHAME-II is more correct than the ranking bySSIM.

also notice thatSHAME-II has a higher Spearman and Kendall correlation thanSSIM,
but a lower Pearson. This indicates that the ranking done bySHAME-II is more correct
than the ranking bySSIM, but thatSSIM has a more correct frequency distribution. The
results indicate that the more precise spatial filtering andthe bandpass nature of the
filter in SHAME-II is important for the performance of the metric, therefore the filtering
in SHAME-II should be preferred overSHAME-I.

4 Conclusion and further research

The proposed metric,SHAME, use well-known spatial filtering methods to improve a
color image difference metric, which results in several advantages. Extensive testing of
the proposed metrics show an improvement over the traditional metrics, as pixelwise
∆E∗

ab andS-CIELAB. We have demonstrated the importance of weighting areas of in-
terest and the importance of spatial filtering for color image difference metrics. The
results indicate that precise control of the spatial filterswill improve the performance
of the metric, and thereforeSHAME-II gives an advantage overSHAME-I.

State of the art image difference metrics also show weaknesses when judging the
difference between an original and a modified version of it when more than one dis-
tortion occurs, more research should be carried out to improve the metrics in this field,
both in terms of difference calculation and spatial filtering.
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